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CWP Media Entertainment Group Secures Global Distribution Deal, Seeks to
Launch New Talent

Austin, TX–CWP Entertainment Management has secured a global distribution deal for
award-winning filmmaker Eric L. Ayala’s first feature-length film, “…if i should die before
i wake.”
CWP Entertainment Management represents independent filmmakers and writers of all
genres. “Having worked closely with writers, producers and directors, our team
understands that a critical pain point for many filmmakers is securing distribution and
marketing services,” says CWP managing partner, Philip Spartis. “As a working actor
and former Wall Street executive, I appreciate the need to work with aspiring creatives
to help bridge the gaps between concept, production, distribution and marketing.”
Spartis is joined by partners Cynthia Fritts Stillwell and Winston G. Williams, each of
whom brings deep expertise to all facets of talent management and project success.
Stillwell, an accomplished producer and casting director (Selma, Fried Green
Tomatoes) who has helped catapult unknown actors and writers into household names,
says CWP is particularly interested in emerging talent. “Each of us is driven to help
develop and launch new talent,” she says. “I am particularly called to work with gifted
writers who want to see their impactful screen and stage plays break through the noise
and be widely seen and appreciated.”
Williams brings a complementary perspective to the team. As an entrepreneur, author,
publisher and producer of the Capital City Black Film Festival (CCBFF) in Austin, Texas,
Winston brings filmmakers together from across the globe to showcase their talent,
network, and launch careers. CCBFF partners with other prominent organizations,
including the Cannes Film Festival, to help increase exposure for filmmakers of color.
Together, the CWP team is focused on discovering new talent with well-developed
projects and sharing those creative endeavors with appreciative worldwide audiences.
To learn more, visit www.cwpentmgmt.com .
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